The Race to Cloud
Cloud computing offers cost-effective and flexible IT to the enterprise. But public cloud services can bring challenges of their own, driving many enterprises to seek a balance through hybrid cloud solutions that combine cloud and on-premises resources.

Accelerate Business Transformation
NetApp has a vision for a Data Fabric that gives enterprises the freedom to innovate more quickly without risk or constraint. We are making the Data Fabric real today with a line of solutions for AWS that can help you bring the efficiency and elasticity of the AWS cloud to more of your workloads. NetApp solutions for AWS help you manage, secure, protect, and move your data across cloud and on-premises environments.

Overcome Roadblocks
Data sovereignty and fluid data movement remain critical enterprise requirements for cloud adoption. To take full advantage of the public cloud, organizations must maintain choice and control. What if you could lower risk and simplify data management across the hybrid cloud?

Accelerate
Innovate more quickly and be more responsive

Optimize
Move data to the right place at the right time for business impact

Control
Maximize manageability, security, and availability

Consider New Workloads for the Cloud
Expand your hybrid cloud options by teaming with the leaders in cloud and enterprise data management. Choose from a line of solutions that will help you speed migration to the cloud for high-performance business applications and run backup, archive, and elastic workloads more efficiently.

Gain additional flexibility and control for:

- New Application Development
- Analytics
- Enterprise Applications
- Scientific Compute
- Backup & Recovery

Where Do You Want to Go Today?
Gain the freedom of choice and the power of control. NetApp and Amazon Web Services bring you a portfolio of hybrid cloud solutions to help you embrace the efficiency and flexibility of cloud computing without risk.

Dynamic Workloads
- Cloud ONTAP
  Enhance cloud storage with the power of enterprise data management
- NetApp Private Storage (NPS) for AWS
  Gain cloud compute benefits for workloads that demand performance, scale, availability, or control

Backup and Archiving
- AltaVault
  Solve backup and archive headaches with cloud-integrated storage
- StorageGRID Webscale
  Store large amounts of data reliably and cost-effectively across locations and decades

NetApp Solutions for AWS

Try NetApp Solutions for AWS Today
Visit netapponcloud.com/try-it-now
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